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Award-winning wildlife artist, Curtiss E. Poormon, is an avid nature enthusiast and very involved
in many nature-related groups, organizations and contests. As a self-taught artist, Curt has spent
numerous years and uncountable hours roaming the wetlands, mountains and forests across the
country. His primary focus has been on ducks and geese, with all their brilliant colors and wild
settings of the marshes and coastal wetlands. "Detail is important, whether it be the lush fur of a
red fox, the open wings of a bald eagle or the sun reflecting off the scales of a brook trout." His
main goal is to display a finished painting that offers the viewer a lifelike glimpse into the
wilderness world that surrounds us.

At times, when his imagination offers him a literary license to turn to storytelling Curt turns to his
desk and computer where he continues to work on his next novel. To date, he has four novels
published and available on Amazon. As it is with his artwork, his storytelling takes the reader to far
reaches of the wilderness, far beyond the bright lights of the cities, to high mountains of the
Rockies or the glacier fields of northern Alaska. Some of his novels include actual experiences,
from wild river treks to lone journeys above tree line, and close encounters with the local wildlife.
As he often tells his clients, "painting and writing both required the same imagination; only difference is one
is shown in images, the other in words.”

And while Curt has been a member of the Art First Gallery for two years, he also shows his work in
the Village Frameworks & Gallery in Culpeper, while he resides in Lake Anna, working out of his
Silver Fox Studio.
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Members since 2018 and 2017, respectively, this show will mark the fourth time Sophia and
Wayne have exhibited together. Their show, titled aptly named “The Spring Show”, will be
on display Thursday, May 3 through Sunday, May 29, 2022. 
 
Exhibiting their work together, the artists recognize and appreciate a sense of harmony that
fosters a dialogue between their creative styles. Both paint in an impressionistic manner
while incorporating varying degrees of realism and surrealism, depending on the subject at
hand. And both artists work diligently to achieve the highest quality possible. 
 
Sophia prefers to work primarily in oils. Her range in subjects is incredibly robust and
includes everything from portraits to landscapes, but often opts to create scenes of
Fredericksburg's iconic sites. She often employs an impressionistic or abstract approach to
her paintings. Recent innovations include the introduction of watercolor. In an impressive
display of her artistic range, Sophia recently completed a large mural for a school in Stafford
County. This was a project that required many weeks of dedicated effort. 
 
Wayne works not only in oil and acrylic, but photography and watercolor as well. His
subjects explore the wildlife and out-of-doors scenes that animate the Fredericksburg Trails,
including boats bobbing in the water and river otters scampering about. Here art and nature
combine to capture moments of reverie and joy at the wonder of creation and its many
manifestations. Wayne shares that a challenge he particularly enjoys is the process of
portraiture, as it is not enough to simply achieve mastery of the paint medium. One must
also master the sitter’s likeness, which takes a highly trained eye and a particular connection
with the sitter.    
 
Thus, the work of Sophia Constantine and Wayne Russell in “The Spring Show” during the
month of May, will encompass Fredericksburg in the Spring as it emerges into full bloom
and foretells the beauty of Summer. It will highlight iconic views of the city, landscapes,
portraits, views of the Fredericksburg Trails featuring the flora and fauna found there. All of
this artistic bounty, including many works newly completed, will be executed in oils, acrylics,
watercolors, and photography. Certain to be a feast for the eyes and a lively exhortation for
the soul to savor the sights and sounds of the Fredericksburg area in Spring,. Be sure to mark
your calendar for this intriguing exhibition! May 3-29!
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Brad Denny is a photographer who enjoys travelling and has curated a portfolio of
immersive, evocative and compelling images from near and far. Most images capture
dramatic nature scenes bursting to life with color, powerful weather and perspectives that
transport the viewer. Brad has a blog in which he shares Photography & Travel Tips. "Its a lot
of crazy with the occasional nugget of wisdom". Follow "Restless and Wandering
Photography" on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for more! 

Welcome New Members!Welcome New Members!
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Patti Durbin is a mixed media artist and owner of her own compnay, "E.Y.A.Y.A." which
stands for Embrace Yourself As You Are. Her images are diverse, just as we are, and she
believes they express the joy and uniqueness found in embracing yourself as you are.
Weaving positive messages of diversity and self-empowerment into her creations is a central
goal of her artistic practice. She states: 
"Art has the power to shape and enrich our lives and I strive to create art in my own studio practice that
aligns with these themes that are so important to me personally. I love it when my art can help provide a
daily reminder for my collectors of the joy of expressing their true selves." 
She enjoys working particularly with fabrics and other recycled materials, noting, "much of
the art emerges naturally when I interact with the materials I work with."
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